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A. Previous Work

Research within formation control theory can be divided
into two main categories; the analytical and the algorithmic.
The analytical category represents those approaches that are
most readily analyzed by mathematical tools, and include
both leader-follower methods and virtual structure methods.
On the other hand, the algorithmic category represents those
approaches that are not readily analyzed mathematically, but
have to be numerically simulated by means of a computer
in order to investigate their (emergent) behavior. So-called
behavior-based methods belong to this last category.
Previous work in the leader-follower vein can be found

in [1], where graph theory and nonlinear control theory are
used to investigate transitions between different formation
structures; in [2], which considers structural formation stabi-
lization by means of nonlinear MPC theory; in [3], where
omnidirectional visual servoing is used for formation control
purposes; in [4], which proposes a decentralized scheme to
minimize inter-vehicle communication; and in [5], where non-
linear cascade and synchronization theory is used to achieve
formation tracking.
Work within the virtual structure framework is proposed in

[6], where the concept is initially introduced (as a scheme
where each formation member is regarded equivalent to a
particle embedded in a rigid geometric structure); in [7], where
a so-called formation function is proposed as a measure of
formation maintenance; and in [8], where the formation control
problem is decoupled into a planning problem and a tracking
problem.
Behavioral methods are reported in [9], which investigates

fundamental properties related to behavior-based design; in
[10], where four different formation patterns and three differ-
ent formation reference definitions are investigated by means
of so-called motor schemas through computer simulations,
laboratory experiments, and outdoor experiments; in [11],
where a number of cooperative behaviors are examined by
employing so-called social potential fields; in [12], which
explores formation transition strategies illustrated by labora-
tory experiments; and in [13], where a hierarchical formation
control methodology is proposed and experimentally tested.
Finally, the anthologies [14] and [15] report state-of-the-art

concepts for group coordination and cooperative control, while
the book [16] considers a multitude of interesting and relevant
robotic systems as well as their applications.
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Abstract—This paper considers the topic of formation con-
trol for wheeled mobile robots (WMRs). Specifically, the work 
deals with unicycle-type WMRs (i.e., underactuated vehicles 
that experience a lateral zero-speed constraint, such that their 
linear velocity at all times is aligned with the longitudinal axis 
of symmetry). Within a leader-follower framework, a so-called 
guided formation control scheme is developed by means of a 
modular design procedure which is inspired by concepts from 
integrator backstepping and cascade theory. Control, guidance, 
and synchronization laws ensure that each individual formation 
member is able to converge to and maintain its assigned formation 
position such that the overall formation is able to assemble and 
maintain itself while traversing a regularly parameterized path 
that is chosen by a formation control designer. The proposed 
version of the guided approach is completely decentralized in the 
sense that no variables need to be communicated between the 
formation members (hence, the formation suffers from graceful 
degradation). A key quality of the suggested scheme is helmsman-
like transient motion behavior, which is illustrated through a 
computer simulation involving three unicycle-type WMRs.

I. INTRODUCTION

Formation control technology is playing an increasingly
important role for commercial, scientific, and military pur-
poses. Today, relevant applications can be found everywhere;
at sea, on land, in the air, and in space. The ongoing de-
velopment is enabled by progress within sensor, communica-
tion, and computer technology, and has a main focus toward
fully autonomous operations. Particularly, self-reliant and self-
contained vehicle formations are desirable for solving impor-
tant tasks in so-called dirty, dull, and dangerous environments.
The vehicles can act as scouts, nodes in communication and
sensor networks, or elements within battlegroups. There is
generally strength in numbers, and multi-vehicle operations
render possible tasks that no single vehicle can solve, as well
as increase operational robustness toward individual failures.
Specifically, this paper deals with underactuated land-based op-
erations by considering formation control for wheeled mobile
robots (WMRs) of the unicycle type.
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B. Main Contribution
The main contribution of this paper is a concept named

guided formation control. Developed within a leader-follower
framework, the scheme is based on principles from integrator
backstepping design [17] as well as theory for nonlinear time-
varying cascades [18]. The proposed design procedure for each
individual WMR is completely modular, and consists of three
distinct steps where control, guidance, and synchronization
laws are sequentially derived. The approach represents an
entirely decentralized scheme (suffering from graceful degra-
dation), where each formation member displays helmsman-
like motion behavior during the transient formation assembly
phase. All regularly parameterized paths are rendered feasible
by the suggested concept.

II. GUIDED FORMATION CONTROL
This section develops the concept of guided formation

control for wheeled mobile robots of the unicycle type. In
what follows, the time derivative of a vector x(t) is denoted
ẋ, the partial derivative of a vector x( (t)) is denoted x0¡
= ∂x

∂ ( (t))
¢
, while |·| represents the Euclidean vector norm

as well as the induced matrix norm.

A. Dynamic Model of a Wheeled Mobile Robot
Consider a unicycle-type WMR as depicted in Figure 1.

The WMR employs two fore-mounted driving wheels (attached
along the same axis) as active actuators, with an aft-mounted
support wheel that is passive and freely rotating. The inter-
action between the wheels and the ground is assumed to be
purely of a rolling nature, i.e., slipping never occurs. The center
of gravity (CG) of the WMR is assumed to be located at the
intersection of the lateral front-wheel axis and the longitudinal
symmetry axis of the vehicle. Hence, the body-fixed coordinate
system is selected to be situated there.
A dynamic model of the considered WMR consists of the

kinematics

η̇ =

⎡⎣ cos θ 0
sin θ 0
0 1

⎤⎦ν (1)

and the kinetics
Mν̇ = τ , (2)

where η = [x, y, θ]> ∈ R2×S represents the inertial position
(of the WMR CG) and orientation (with S = [−π, π]), ν =
[u, ω]

> ∈ R2 represents the body-fixed velocity,

M =

∙
m 0
0 I

¸
(3)

represents the inertia matrix (where m and I represent the
WMR mass and moment of inertia, respectively), and τ ∈ R2
represents the body-fixed actuator force and moment.
Since the considered type of WMR travels on a surface

without slipping, and is unactuated in the lateral direction, it
experiences no lateral speed. This inherently gives rise to the
nonholonomic constraint equation ẏ cos θ− ẋ sin θ = 0, which
means that the linear velocity of the WMR is aligned with
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Fig. 1. The unicycle-type WMR under consideration; employing two fore-
mounted driving wheels and an aft-mounted freely rotating support wheel.

the WMR orientation (i.e., along the longitudinal symmetry
axis of the WMR). Hence, the orientation of the WMR must
be actively employed to direct its linear velocity. This is for
instance not the case for a fully actuated vehicle, where the
direction of the linear velocity is independent of the vehicle
orientation since all the degrees of freedom are independently
actuated (at the same time).

B. Formation Control Scenario
This paper considers formation control within a leader-

follower framework, where a formation structure is defined
relative to a virtual formation leader. It is assumed that the
formation control designer can choose both the path to be
traversed by the leader, the temporal motion of the leader, as
well as the geometric formation structure defined relative to
the leader. Consequently, consider a planar path continuously
parameterized by a scalar variable ∈ R, such that the
position of a point belonging to the path is represented by
pp( ) ∈ R2. Thus, the path is a one-dimensional manifold
that can be expressed by the set

P = ©p ∈ R2 | p = pp( ) ∀ ∈ Rª . (4)

Then, represent the virtual formation leader by pl(t) =
pp( l(t)). The leader traverses the path by adhering to a speed
profile Ul( l, t), implemented through

˙ l =
Ul( l, t)¯̄
p0p( l)

¯̄ , (5)

since |ṗl| =
¯̄
p0p( l)

¯̄
˙ l = Ul, where Ul ∈ [Ul,min, Ul,max],

Ul,min > 0 (non-negative by definition).
Furthermore, consider a formation consisting of nmembers,

each uniquely identified through the index set I = {1, ..., n}.
The assigned formation position for member i is represented
by pf,i(t), which is related to the formation leader through a
chosen geometric assignment (defined in local, path-tangential



coordinates relative to the leader). By design, we ensure that
no formation positions are identical, i.e., pf,i 6= pf,j ∀i 6= j,
where i, j ∈ I.
1) Problem Statement: The formation control problem for

the type of WMRs under consideration can be stated by

lim
t→∞

¡
ηi(t)− ηf,i(t)

¢
= 0 ∀i ∈ I, (6)

where ηi(t) represents the ith formation member, and ηf,i(t) =h
p>f,i(t), θf,i(t)

i>
∈ R2×S, where θf,i(t) is the path-tangential

orientation at pl(t). Note that the asymptotic nature of this
problem statement does not dictate the desired transient orien-
tation θd,i(t) required to converge to pf,i(t). Also note that if
the WMRs had been fully actuated, then θf,i(t) could have
been chosen arbitrarily, e.g., to satisfy some auxiliary task
objective. See Figure 2 for an illustration of the formation
control concept under consideration.

C. Motion Control of Individual Formation Members
This section develops the control, guidance and synchro-

nization laws that each formation member must employ in
order to converge to its assigned position in the formation.
The underlying motion control concept is adapted from [19],
and entails a three-step, backstepping-inspired, and cascaded-
based modular design procedure.
1) Step 1: Control Loop Design: Since the position of

a vehicle can be controlled through its linear velocity, we
redefine the control output space from the nominal 3 DOF
position and heading to the 2 DOF (longitudinal) speed and
orientation (these two variables comprise the linear velocity
in our case). Thus, the vehicle is no longer underactuated in
the control output space, but nevertheless unavoidably suffers
from the nonholonomic constraint on the lateral speed.
Consequently, consider the positive definite and radially

unbounded Control Lyapunov Function (CLF)

Vg =
1

2
(z2θ + z

>
νMzν) (7)

where we have
zθ = θ − θd (8)

and
zν = ν −α, (9)

where α = [αu, αω]> ∈ R2 is a vector of stabilizing functions
yet to be designed (virtual inputs that become reference
signals). Subsequently, differentiate the CLF with respect to
time to obtain

V̇g = zθżθ + z
>
νMżν

= zθ(θ̇ − θ̇d) + z
>
νM(ν̇ − α̇)

= zθ(h
>ν − ωd) + z

>
ν (Mν̇ −Mα̇)

where
h = [0, 1]

> . (10)

Furthermore, by employing ν = zν +α, we obtain

V̇g = zθ(h
>α− ωd) + z

>
ν (τ −Mα̇+ hzθ),
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Fig. 2. The formation members attempt to assemble and maintain the
geometric structure defined relative to the path-traversing virtual leader.

which results in the quadratically negative definite

V̇g = −kθz2θ − z>νKνzν (11)

when choosing the virtual input h>α = αω as

αω = ωd − kθzθ, (12)

where kθ > 0 is a constant, and by selecting the control input
as

τ =Mα̇− hzθ −Kνzν , (13)

where Kν =K
>
ν > 0 is a constant matrix.

Considering the state vector zg =
£
zθ, z

>
ν

¤>, the following
proposition can now be stated
Proposition 1: The equilibrium point zg = 0 is rendered

uniformly globally exponentially stable (UGES) by adhering to
(12) and (13) under the assumption that α and α̇ are uniformly
bounded.

Proof: By standard Lyapunov theory, (7) and (11) show
that the origin of zg is UGES.
Note that this heading and velocity controller cannot

achieve anything meaningful unless it is fed sensible reference
signals, i.e., unless θd and αu are purposefully defined. This
task is the responsibility of the final two design steps.
2) Step 2: Guidance Loop Design: We now design the

required orientation of the WMR linear velocity (in our case
equivalent to θd) such that a wheeled mobile robot controlled
by (13) applying (12) attains its assigned formation position
relative to the path (even though it may not be synchronized
with the leader).
Consequently, consider the positive definite and radially

unbounded CLF
Vε̃ =

1

2
ε̃>ε̃, (14)

with
ε̃ = ε− εf (15)

and
ε = R>

C(p− pc), (16)



where pc = pp( c) represents a (virtual) collaborator point
that acts cooperatively with the WMR as an intermediate path
attractor, such that the vehicle can converge to its assigned
formation position relative to the path (i.e., εf ) irrespective
of whether it has synchronized with the formation leader or
not. Furthermore, the path-tangential reference frame at pc is
termed the COLLABORATOR frame (C). To arrive at C, the
INERTIAL frame (I) must be positively rotated an angle

χc = arctan

µ
y0p( c)

x0p( c)

¶
, (17)

which can be represented by the rotation matrix

RC =

∙
cosχc − sinχc
sinχc cosχc

¸
, (18)

RC ∈ SO(2). Hence, equation (16) represents the error vector
between the WMR and its collaborator decomposed in C. The
local coordinates ε = [s, e]> consist of the along-track error
s and the cross-track error e. By driving ε̃ to zero, ε becomes
equal to εf such that the WMR attains its assigned path-
relative formation position. It is assumed that εf , ε̇f and ε̈f
are uniformly bounded, and nominally ε̇f = ε̈f = 0.
Now, differentiate the CLF in (14) along the trajectories of

ε̃ to obtain

V̇ε̃ = ε̃> ˙̃ε
= ε̃>(S>CR

>
C(p− pc) +R>

C(ṗ− ṗc)− ε̇f)
= ε̃>

¡
S>Cε+R

>
Cv

I − vCc − ε̇f
¢

= ε̃>
¡
S>C ε̃+ S

>
Cεf +R

>
Cv

I − vCc − ε̇f
¢

= ε̃>
¡
R>
Cv

I − vCc + S>Cεf − ε̇f
¢
,

where ṘC = RCSC with SC = −S>C ⇒ ε̃>S>C ε̃ = 0, ṗ = vI
represents the linear velocity of the WMR decomposed in I,
and vCc = [Uc, 0]

> (Uc = |ṗc|) represents the linear velocity
of the collaborator decomposed in C. Furthermore,

V̇ε̃ = ε̃>
¡
R>
Cα

I
v − vCc + S>Cεf − ε̇f

¢
+

ε̃>R>
Cz

I
v (19)

when we employ zIv = vI − αIv, where αIv represents the
desired (i.e., ideal) linear velocity of the WMR decomposed
in I.
We now introduce a (virtual) mediator point located at pm,

which is defined such that when the WMR converges to its
assigned formation position relative to the path, the mediator
converges to the path. Hence, εm = ε̃, and the relationship
between the WMR, the mediator, and the collaborator can be
expressed by (see Figure 3 for an illustration)

ε = εm + εf (20)
= R>

C(pm − pc) + εf (21)
= R>

C(p− pc) (22)

such that
pm = p−RCεf , (23)
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Fig. 3. The fundamental geometry underlying the principle of guided
formation control. The WMR is located at p (orange), the mediator at pm
(grey), the collaborator at pc (green), and the virtual leader at pl (red).

which is used to compute (and continuously update) the
location of the mediator.
Hence,

ṗm = ṗ− ṘCεf −RCε̇f ,

which is equal to

vIm = v
I −RCSCεf −RCε̇f , (24)

entailing that

αIv,m = αIv −RCSCεf −RCε̇f , (25)

or rather, that

αIv = αIv,m +RC(SCεf + ε̇f), (26)

which we duly insert into (19) to achieve

V̇ε̃ = ε̃>
¡
R>
Cα

I
v,m − vCc

¢
+ ε̃>R>

Cz
I
v (27)

since SC = −S>C . We note that αIv,m represents the desired
linear velocity of the mediator (that corresponds to the desired
linear velocity of the WMR) decomposed in I.
Subsequently, define αIv,m = RDVα

DV
v,m, where αDVv,m =

[Ud,m, 0]
> (Ud,m =

¯̄
αIv,m

¯̄
) represents the desired linear ve-

locity of the mediator decomposed in a DESIRED VELOCITY
frame (DV), i.e., decomposed along the desired velocity itself.
Thus,

V̇ε̃ = ε̃>
¡
R>
CRDVα

DV
v,m − vCc

¢
+ ε̃>R>

Cz
I
v

= ε̃>
¡
RRα

DV
v,m − vCc

¢
+ ε̃>R>

Cz
I
v

where R>
C(χc)RDV(χd) = RR(χd − χc) represents the

relative orientation between C and DV. Denote the angular
difference by χr = χd − χc, and expand the CLF derivative
to obtain

V̇ε̃ = s̃(Ud,m cosχr − Uc) + ẽUd,m sinχr + ε̃>R>
Cz

I
v.



Hence, Uc and χr can be considered as virtual inputs for
driving ε̃ to zero, given that Ud,m > 0. Then, choose Uc as

Uc = Ud,m cosχr + γs̃ (28)

with γ > 0 constant, and χr as the helmsman-like

χr = arctan

µ
− ẽ

4ẽ

¶
(29)

with 4ẽ > 0 (not necessarily constant; a variable that is often
referred to as a lookahead distance in literature treating planar
path following along straight lines), giving

V̇ε̃ = −γs̃2 − Ud,m
ẽ2p

ẽ2 +42
ẽ

+ ε̃>R>
Cz

I
v, (30)

which means that
˙ c =

Uc
|p0c|

(31)

and
χd = χc + χr, (32)

with Uc as in (28), χc as in (17), and χr as in (29). Equations
(31) and (32) indicate that the collaborator continuously leads
the mediator (which moves according to the WMR), while
the desired linear velocity of the mediator must point toward
the path-tangential associated with the collaborator, in the
direction of forward motion.
Summing up the guidance loop design so far, we have

introduced two virtual participants whose purposes are to
guide the WMR toward its assigned path-relative formation
position. The use of the collaborator and the mediator ensure
that possible kinematic singularities related to the geometry of
the consideration (i.e., off-path traversing a curved path) are
avoided. They both move according to the WMR, but their
locations are used to calculate the desired orientation of the
WMR linear velocity required for converging to the specified
formation position relative to the path.
Specifically, the desired linear velocity of the WMR is

calculated from

αIv = RDVα
DV
v,m +RC(SCεf + ε̇f) (33)

since
αIv = RDBα

DB
v , (34)

where αDBv = [Ud, 0]
> (Ud = αu =

¯̄
αIv
¯̄
) represents

the desired linear velocity of the WMR decomposed in a
DESIRED BODY frame (DB), and

RDB =

∙
cos θd − sin θd
sin θd cos θd

¸
(35)

represents the associated rotation matrix.
Subsequently, write the system dynamics of ε̃ and zIv as

Σ1 : ˙̃ε= f1(t, ε̃) + g1(t)z
I
v (36)

Σ2 : żIv= f2(t, z
I
v), (37)

which is a pure cascade where

g1(t) = R
>
C , (38)

and where we note that the origin of zIv is UGES due to the
relationship between the dynamics of zg and zIv.
Then, consider the following assumptions

A.1
¯̄
p0p
¯̄ ∈ h¯̄p0p¯̄min ,∞E ∀ ∈ R, ¯̄p0p¯̄min > 0

A.2 4ẽ ∈ [4ẽ,min,∞i, 4ẽ,min > 0

A.3 Ud,m ∈ [Ud,m,min,∞i, Ud,m,min > 0
Here, assumption A.1 means that the involved geomet-

ric path must be regularly parameterized, assumption A.2
implies that the desired moderator motion must be in the
path-tangential direction, while assumption A.3 represents a
minimum-speed requirement on the desired linear velocity of
the mediator.
By contemplating ξ =

h
ε̃>, zI>v

i>
, we arrive at

Proposition 2: The equilibrium point ξ = 0 is rendered
uniformly globally asymptotically and locally exponentially
stable (UGAS/ULES) under assumptions A.1-A.3 when ap-
plying (13) with (12) and (33).

Proof: Since the origin of system Σ2 is UGES (indirectly
shown through Proposition 1), the origin of the unperturbed
system Σ1 (i.e., when zIv = 0) is trivially shown to be
UGAS/ULES by applying standard Lyapunov theory to (14)
and (30), and the interconnection term satisfies |g1(t)| = 1, the
proposed result follows directly from Theorem 7 and Lemma
8 of [18].
Note that the stability property of Proposition 2 is also

called global κ-exponential stability, as defined in [20].
3) Step 3: Synchronization Loop Design: In this final

design step, we determine the required WMR linear velocity
size (i.e., Ud = αu), derived indirectly through Ud,m, such that
a wheeled mobile robot controlled by (13) with (12) and (33)
synchronizes with the formation leader. Consequently, consider
the positive definite and radially unbounded CLF

V ˜ =
1

2
˜ 2, (39)

where
˜ = c − l, (40)

and differentiate the CLF with respect to time to get

V̇ ˜ = ˜ ˙̃

= ˜ ( ˙ c − ˙ l)

= ˜ (zc + αc − ˙ l),

where zc = ˙ c − αc, and αc represents the desired speed of
the collaborator when the mediator has converged to the path,
i.e., when ξ = 0. Hence, we have that

V̇ ˜ = ˜

µ
Ud,m
|p0c|

− Ul
|p0l|

¶
+ ˜ zc,

which is equal to

V̇ ˜ = −k ˜ ˜ 2q
˜ 2 +42

˜

+ ˜ zc (41)



when choosing

Ud,m = |p0c|
⎛⎝ Ul
|p0l|
− k ˜

˜q
˜ 2 +42

˜

⎞⎠ , (42)

where 4 ˜ ∈ [4 ˜ ,min,∞i, 4 ˜ ,min > 0, and where

k ˜ = σ
Ul
|p0l|

, σ ∈ h0, 1] (43)

ensures that Ud,m satisfies Assumption A.3 by leading to

Ud,m = Ul

⎛⎝1− σ
˜q

˜ 2 +42
˜

⎞⎠ |p0c|
|p0l|

. (44)

Then, expand zc to get

zc = ˙ c − αc

=
Ud,m(cosχr − 1) + γs

|p0c|
(45)

where
(cosχr − 1) =

4ẽ −
p
ẽ2 +42

ẽp
ẽ2 +42

ẽ

(46)

such that the system dynamics of ˜ and ξ becomes

Σ3 : ˙̃ =f3(t, ˜ ) + g3(t, ξ)
>ξ (47)

Σ4 : ξ̇ = f4(t, ξ), (48)

which is a cascaded system where the synchronization subsys-
tem is perturbed through the interconnection vector

g3(t, ξ) =
1

|p0c|

"
γ, Ud,m

4ẽ −
p
ẽ2 +42

ẽ

ẽ
p
ẽ2 +42

ẽ

,01×2

#>
, (49)

which is well-defined since

lim
ẽ→0

4ẽ −
p
ẽ2 +42

ẽ

ẽ
p
ẽ2 +42

ẽ

= 0. (50)

Note that the cascade structure is completely modular in the
sense that the control subsystem (zg; zIv) excites the guidance
subsystem (ε̃), which in turn excites the synchronization
subsystem ( ˜ ), see Figure 4.
By considering ζ =

h
˜ , ξ>

i>
, we can now state the

following main theorem
Theorem 1: The equilibrium point ζ = 0 is rendered

UGAS/ULES under assumptions A.1-A.2 when applying (13)
with reference signals (12) and (33) employing (44).

Proof: Since the origin of system Σ4 is shown to be
UGAS/ULES in Proposition 2, the origin of the unperturbed
system Σ3 (i.e., when ξ = 0) is trivially shown to be
UGAS/ULES by applying standard Lyapunov theory to (39)
and (41), and the interconnection term satisfies |g3(t, ξ)| <¯̄
p0p
¯̄−1
min

µ
γ2 +

³
Ul,max
4ẽ,min

´2¶1/2
, the proposed result follows

directly from Theorem 7 and Lemma 8 of [18].
If every formation member satisfies the conditions of The-

orem 1, the formation control problem of (6) is solved.

  Control
Subsystem

Synchronization
    Subsystem

 Guidance
Subsystem

Fig. 4. The modular, cascaded nature of the motion control concept developed
for each individual formation member.

III. DISCUSSION
The specific version of the guided scheme that has been

treated in this paper is completely decentralized in the sense
that no coordination variables are communicated. Hence, the
loop is open at the leader-follower level, i.e., the leader
propagates without feedback from the followers. Consequently,
while impervious to single-point failure, the formation suffers
from graceful degradation, i.e., members who cannot keep up
with the leader fall out of formation. However, they will still
be able to follow their assigned formation positions relative
to the path. Thus, this specific scheme could be classified
as involving tactical (i.e., local/individual) path following, but
strategic (i.e., global/formation-wide) trajectory tracking. An
alternative solution involves path following at both the tactical
and strategic levels, where the leader receives formation-wide
feedback from the followers. Hence, strategic path following
values spatial aspects over temporal requirements, while the
opposite is true for strategic trajectory tracking. However,
this fact does not mean that strategic path following will be
preferred for any formation control scenario. For instance,
strategic trajectory tracking would typically be chosen for ded-
icated military operations since such operations usually have
tight temporal constraints, and because the scheme inherently
involves radio silence.

IV. CASE STUDY: UNICYCLE-TYPE WMRS
To illustrate the transient motion behavior associated with

the proposed guided formation control scheme, a simulation is
carried out in which three unicycle-type WMRs assemble and
maintain a given formation along a curved path. Specifically,
the desired path is a sinusoid parameterized as xp( ) =
10 sin(0.1 ) [m] and yp( ) = [m]; the WMR parameters
are mi = 5 [kg] and Ii = 2.5 [kgm

2]; the control, guidance,
and synchronization parameters are chosen as kθ,i = 1,
Kν,i = I, γi = 100, 4e,i = 4 ˜ ,i = 1.5, and σi = 0.9,
∀i ∈ {1, 2, 3}; and the speed of the virtual leader is fixed at



Ul = 0.25 [m/s]. Figure 5 depicts the transient behavior of the
formation members as they assemble and maintain a V-shaped
formation (defined by εf,1 = [−2,−2]>, εf,2 = [0, 0]

>, and
εf,3 = [−2, 2]>) while synchronizing with the virtual leader,
as is further illustrated through Figure 6.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has addressed the topic of formation control
for wheeled mobile robots of the unicycle type. A so-called
guided formation control concept was developed within a
leader-follower framework by means of a modular design
procedure, inspired by integrator backstepping and theory
on nonlinear time-varying cascades. The three-step design
procedure involved the creation of control, guidance, and
synchronization laws for each formation member. These laws
ensure that an individual WMR can converge to and maintain
its assigned formation position such that the overall formation
can assemble and maintain itself while traversing a regularly
parameterized path. However, the proposed version of the
scheme suffers from graceful degradation due to its completely
decentralized nature, which may or may not be a disadvantage.
Finally, a computer simulation illustrated the transient motion
behavior aspects of the suggested approach.
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Fig. 5. The transient motion behavior of 3 unicycle-type WMRs assembling
and maintaining a V-shaped formation that traverses a sinusoidal path.

Fig. 6. The involved path parameters synchronize as intended.
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